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“Conflict arises when we put our feelings and autocratic views first instead of 
respecting other’s needs and rights.” 

 

1. Objective :   
Conflicts are generally defined as relational disputes or clashes between two or more parties. Conflict is an 
inevitable fact of teamwork. No two people can work together and avoid ever having disagreement. We all know 
- The way a team play determines its success. You may have many greatest individuals in your team, but if they 
don’t act/work together, engage in conflict, it would not worth a dollar. 

 

2. Introduction :  

Conflict can be a miscommunication, clashing of ideas and desires, or an error. It is something like- I 
want/believe/need this way, and other party say-I want/believe/need that way. Understanding conflict is a 
process that helps us to finding the middle ground, and clearing up misunderstandings. Conflict can quickly 
become counter-productive, and destructive if not properly managed. A good leader/manager knows how to 
listen and mediate for positive solution.  
 

3. Causes to create conflict: 

Conflict can arise from a variety of sources due to differences among team members. Take full responsibility for 
problem rather than considering who is at fault. Taking responsibility shows individual strength; an individual 
being held ‘at fault’ shows team weakness. Conflict may be arising due to following reasons: 
 

 Personality Clash 
 Technical Difficulty 
 Blame Game 
 Competition in the Rank 
 Gender Bias 
 Generation Clash 

 

4. Ways to manage Conflict: 

To reduce and resolve conflict over personality clashes, blame games, and competitiveness, we should 
establish a guideline. When problems arise, use mediation without prejudices and bias. No one on our team 
should receive unfair treatment. Conflict management helps us to deal with over-reactions, personal 
relationships, broken business, even problem solving.  It is wise to think before you talk; especially about issues 
that may have an emotional touch. Preparation techniques: 
 

 Personality clash: Conflict creates from different work styles, habits, speaking styles, humor, and 

beliefs. Make every effort to resolve interpersonal issues before they poison the working team. Focus on 
what need to do, not personalities. 
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Think about to whom you are talking; people hear things in different ways. Some people are visual and 
some others are auditory. Use some writing with visual and tell something straight to auditory people. Be 
prepared for painful conversation so you will feel better after it’s over.  Be polite, physically and emotionally 
balanced to behave appropriately.  That allows managing your feeling. 
 

As an example - Ami works quickly and Mouri is more methodical. If they can respect each other styles 

and accept a little here and there, Ami will have the benefit of being slowed down to reduce errors made in 
hurry and Mouri will have the advantage of being more aware of step. 
 

 Technical difficulty: Stress level is getting high because some of us hesitate to change. New 

equipment/software is not working well, but to operate more smoothly and effectively, we all need to work 
together to set short and achievable goals. 
 

 Blame game: Blame games have no winner. While you find the source of problem or error, it is 

essential to make correction and ensure future success. Encourage your team members to assist one 
another. People make mistake. Acknowledge early that it is okay. Otherwise will create a climate of blame 
where everyone is so afraid and no one is learning from mistakes. Be sure the issue is real and you are not 
just complaining. Look at the real issue to avoid blaming and taking responsibility.  

 
Reacting in an aggressive manner instantly can end-up, losing authority and person living in fear with 
suppressed anger. This can lead to taking careless actions and regret. If you are having conflict with 
spouse, family, friends, clients, team members you should correct it by talking rather than suppressing. 
 

 Competition in the rank: Friendly competitions are fine, but encouraging cut-throat behavior among 

team members will cause defeat. A team member who puts another down hurt the team. Establishing goals 
and working towards them together will strengthen the sense of team. Work together, not against each 
other. Please share your knowledge with the team. 
 

 Repair relationship - If we want to work together, we should learn to consider other needs and 

compromise instead of using our ego. If an apology is required, give it or ask for it. If forgiveness from your 
end is needed, give it. Remember, no one is perfect in this world and in most cases, we hurt or offend 
people surrounding us without knowing it. 

 

 Gender bias: Promote a climate of equality. Understand everyone’s roles, responsibilities, 

accountabilities, and assign them accordingly to work together. Everyone on the team both men and 
women deserves respect and equal treatment.   
 

 Generation clash: Some people are still believing the idea that promotions should be based on 

seniority and feel uncomfortable when younger team members advance quickly or come-in at higher levels. 
Younger team member who received a promotion has the requisite skills like – attitude about work, 
communicating, and technology using. This way, people can be open and creative instead of constricted. 

 

5. Conclusion: 

People are naturally most interested in anything that should do with them. Once we understand this, we can 
tailor our communication to reduce conflict. Don’t contribute to it…improve it, to enhance the quality of our 
community and live more peacefully.  No doubt, this is an important issue. I believe; there are many experts in 
our community, who can help us by providing more detailed valuable information on this issue. BPNetwork 
needs your help and active participation in addressing this issue. Please email your suggestion to: 
info@bpnetwork.ca 
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